
THE MISSION  
COLOSSIANS 1:21-24 
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Now that we know who the REAL JESUS truly is . . . 

1. Fully God  
2. Savior of the world 
3. Creator of the universe  
4. Head of the church 

SO, WHAT IS THE MISSION? 

 We are to share Him—the real Jesus—with the world 
through our words, works, ways and walk; TO BE 
RADICAL! 



2. THE MISSION: OUR PAST  
RADICAL ALIENATION v. 21a 

The word translated “alienated” means estranged, 
divorced. 

 The gods that they worshiped were false gods and their 
religious rituals could not take care of their sin or guilt.  
No religious activity can! 

 The Gentiles were “enemies,” which means they were 
actively hostile to God.  

This is why the UNBELIEVER MUST REPENT—change his or 
her mind, do a 180 degree turnaround—to be saved. 
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3. THE MISSION: OUR PRESENT  
RADICAL RECONCILIATION v. 21b-22 

The purpose of this reconciliation is PERSONAL HOLINESS. 

 God does not make peace so that we can continue to be 
rebels! v. 20 

 The Greek word “holy”—Hagios—is closely related to the 
word “saint.” We are now saints, holy ones. 

 “Unblameable” means “WITHOUT BLEMISH”  
 “Unreproveable” means “FREE FROM ACCUSATION”  

Unbelievably, once we have been reconciled to God, no 
charges can be brought against us! ROM. 8 
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As believers, we should be walking in confident hope of 
who we are NOW, not depressed over what we used to be! 

 “The hope of the Gospel” means that blessed hope of 
our Lord’s return. TITUS 2:13 

 Paul had already mentioned this hope: “The hope which 
is laid up for you in heaven.” COL. 1:5  

 Later in the chapter, he called it “the hope of glory.” 
COL. 1:27  

GOD’S GRACE BOTH FREES AND KEEPS US. 

4. THE MISSION: OUR FUTURE  
RADICAL GLORIFICATION v. 23 
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5. THE MISSION: PAUL’S IMMEDIATE  
RADICAL REJOICING v. 24 
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 Firstly, there is a special blessing and reward reserved 
for the faithful believer who suffers for the sake of 
Christ. MATT. 5:10-12  

 Paul had a second cause for rejoicing in his suffering: he 
was suffering because of the Gentiles. Paul was the 
chosen apostle to the Gentiles. EPH. 3:1-13 

 But there was a third cause for Paul’s rejoicing: he was 
suffering for the sake of Christ’s body, the church. 



SHARE THE GOOD NEWS: THE GOSPEL OF JESUS CHRIST! 

 The CURE for our PAST- Radical Alienation v. 21a 

 The SOURCE of our PRESENT- Radical Reconciliation  
v. 21b-22 

 The HOPE of our FUTURE- Radical Glorification v. 23 

 The REASON for our IMMEDIATE- Radical Rejoicing  
v. 24 

LET’S MAKE SURE WE STAY ON THAT MISSION! 

THE MISSION 
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